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aida64 engineer is a standalone version of aida64 with almost identical functionality as aida64 network audit. the main difference is that aida64 engineer is designed to enable a more accurate and detailed system information on your pc. this is achieved by connecting your pc to the
expert via a network connection. the expert will then obtain the system information and display it in a window on your pc. you can then use the expert to make sense of the data, and generate reports and graphs to help you assess your pc. aida64 engineer can also be used to perform
in-depth hardware and software diagnostics on your pc. aida64 extreme is a standalone version of aida64 with the most functionality of all the aida64 editions. it supports all the features available in the other editions, and a lot more. it contains the most accurate information about your
hardware, including cpu, memory, temperature, fan speed, and an in-depth system information. aida64 database is a database that contains a comprehensive list of over 3,000 hardware components and over 1,000 software components. it is designed to help you accurately determine
which components are installed in your pc, and which components are compatible with your pc. besides the already mentioned hardware monitoring features, aida64 can also be used as an automated system test tool, which can be used to run a preinstalled test suite on your computer.
you can choose a test to be run, and aida64 will run it and produce a report of the test results, which is generated as an html document. aida64 professional is an advanced version of aida64 extreme and aida64 business. it is capable of monitoring a complete system and supports
complete hardware and software inventory. it can also be used to perform continuous system monitoring and recovery.
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that's right! with aida 64 you can measure performance of any gpu, desktop, laptop or embedded device. you can measure the performance of your x.org x server, linux distribution, virtualization software, compilers, visual/graphics/video software, and more! you can also measure the
performance of the components on your motherboard or network adapter, and even test sata raid controllers. the only thing you can't do with aida 64 is measure pci, agp, and isa bus performance, because these tools need access to internal registers of the video or sound card. aida64
was originally developed by lil' endor for the intel pentium 4 platform and was later extended to other cpu architectures. since then, the project has branched out into the world of hardware monitoring. now aida64 is a complete hw monitor for your desktop pc, your embedded devices,
or whatever hardware you want to test. aida64 supports a huge number of cpu models, intel and amd alike, and a huge number of mainboards from different manufacturers. in this release, aida64 supports from the latest kaby lake intel platform, up to the latest coffee lake, haswell-e

and broadwell-e platform. aida64 comes with many ready-to-use fan and thermal sensors to measure your machine's cpu fan speed, the fan of your system's chassis, and of course the temperature of your components. just connect these sensors to one of aida's usb and pcie expansion
slots (or to a spare spare pci card), and the measurements will be automatically saved in the system registry. in addition, temperature measurements can be displayed graphically in the form of a spectrum or in a color box, and temperature range limits can also be displayed graphically.

you can choose which components will be displayed on the graph, and how you want the displayed information to be displayed. 5ec8ef588b
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